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Instructions : 

Section – A  Reading Section   –   08 questions 

Section –B  Writing Section –   06 questions 

Section –C  Grammar Section –  15 questions 

Section –D Literature  Section – 11 questions 

 

Section – A ( Reading Section ) 

 1. Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions :-  
 

Now a days , more and more people want to keep fit. Fitness is the key to health and happiness. 
To be fit you need to eat well and do a lot of physical activity. If you don’t exercise properly you 
may become overweight which can cause health problems. If you are fit , your mind also works 
well. You feel good , and can do all the things you want to do like play and swim. If you are fit , 
you will also do well in studies. 
To stay healthy , eat a variety of food , especially fruits and vegetables. Different types of food 
supply you with the nutrients that your body needs. Do not over eat. Drink plenty of water . Cut 
down on watching TV and eating fast food. Do a lot of physical activities . Follow all these things 
and you will remain fit for life.  
 
Choose the correct answer : - 
1. A fit person    ______________ 
a. does exercise      b. eats a lot 
2. To remain fit , one should  __________ 
a. remain happy      b. watch TV 
3. If we don’t exercise properly we become _____________ 
a. less weight       b. over weight 
Fill in the blanks :- 
1. Two things necessary to keep fit are ___________ and _____________. 
2. We should drink plenty of _________________. 
Answer these questions : - 
1. Describe the word “ Fitness “. 



2. What happens if you don’t do exercise properly ? 
3. Mention two activities which should be avoided to keep us healthy. 
 

Section – B ( Writing Section ) 
1.  Write an application to the Principal of your school  for three days leave as you are going 
out of station. 
2. . Write an application to the Principal of your school  for five days leave as you are going to 
Ranchi for attending your brother’s marriage ceremony . 
3. Write a paragraph on‘ Rainy Season’. 
4. Write a paragraph on ‘ Independence Day’ . 
5. Look at the picture given below and describe it in a paragraph. 

 
6. Look at the picture given below and describe it in a paragraph. 

 
Section – c ( Grammar Section ) 

 

1.  Circle the proper noun and underline the common noun . 
 Jataka Tales is an interesting book . 

 2.  Rearrange the words in the correct order to make a meaning sentence. 



 God / pray / to / daily / we / should 

  3 . Change the positive sentence into negative. 
 He has completed his work . 

 4 . Change the underlined noun into the opposite gender and rewrite the sentence. 
 My father is a good artist . 

5.   Choose the correct pronouns and fill in the blanks:- 
    ( i ) I lost ____ phone last night . ( my / mine ) 
 ( ii ) We are going to get  -------------  test results today . ( your / our)  

6. Circle the correct verb:- 
( I ) I ( play / plays ) with my friends. 
( ii) The hill station ( has / have ) waterfalls and a nature reserve. 

7. Change the following sentence into simple future tense :- 
My brother flies an aeroplane. 

8 .Fill in the blanks with the correct form of verb given in the brackets :-         
 a. I ________________ to the mall last month. (go) 
 b .Students are ______________in the classroom.( shout) 
 c . She_________________ story book everyday.( read) 

9 .Put a / an / the in the correct place:-                 
a .I saw __________ owl fly up to the attic . 
b . There is __________eucalyptus tree in the park . 
C . ____________Mount Everest is the highest peak of _____Himalayas. 
 

Section -  D  ( literature Section) 
1.  Answer the following questions : - 
 
a. Why was Mina glad that she had spoken to the new girl ? 
b. Why is the magpie called a wise bird ? 
c. What did the villagers do when they saw the sea water pull back from the shore ? 
d. Why did the king want a big and strong tree ? 
e. How did he feel on seeing the maths paper ? 
 
2.  Read the given extract and answer the questions that follow :- 
 
1. “ Dear , dear , so much work to make a nest. “ 
a. Who is the speaker of this line ? 
b. Why is the speaker saying so ? 
c. Where does the speaker lay her eggs ? 
 
3.  Write the meaning of the given words :- 
a. bough 
b. panting 
c. ferocious 


